
CUI Disc Golf Course OB Descriptions

-2 meter rule IS in effect

1 Road, Sidewalk, Air Conditioning, and curbs OB

2 Road, Sidewalk OB. Path and to the left of far path OB (grass past concrete line is fine)

3 Right of thick sidewalk path OB. Baseball field OB. Street and sidewalk behind basket OB. Sidewalk to side of
basket is fine.

4 Road OB, Baseball field OB, Anything on or past sidewalk behind basket is OB (grass strip is fine)

5 Path and anything to the left is OB. Baseball field OB. Softball field OB.

6 Path and anything to the right is OB. Tiles behind basket are fine.

7 Path/Road and anything to the right is OB (Except for the grass island starting at the grass line). Tennis courts
are OB. Roof OB.

8 Tennis courts OB. Road/path is OB. Parking Lot OB. Grass line is the start of inbounds, those bushes are OB,
must be touching the grass part of that OB line.

9 Road is OB. Tennis Courts OB. Notice Mando. The sidewalk NEXT TO DORMS is OB, and the crack separates
the sidewalk next to the dorms from the thicker stairway sidewalk. THE THICK STAIRWAY SIDEWALK AND
THE STAIRS ARE IN BOUNDS.

10 Roof OB. Sidewalk and beyond OB.

11 Road is OB. Sidewalk is OB. Curbs are OB. Play from last place crossed in bounds.

12 Road and anything to the left is OB. Parking lot OB. Curbs OB. Landing inside the community garden is fine, just
be careful not to damage the garden (you can throw from where it entered the community garden if you have to)

13 AVOCADO ORCHARD IS HAZARD (Throw from inside but add a stroke). Parking lot and curb OB. Research
garden is OB as well.

14 Same OB as 13.

15 Road and sidewalk next to road are OB. Roof is OB. Notice the DOUBLE MANDO. The sidewalks going to and
around the building are fine.

16 Roof OB. Sidewalk and road OB. Anything beyond the sidewalk is OB.

17 Road is OB. Sidewalk next to street is OB. All grass is in bounds. On building area is OB and under building area
is OB. The LANDSCAPE HEADER MARKS OB AROUND BASKET. Grass islands are in bounds. (Look at map
to see landscape header) and specific founders hall OB lines.

18 Rooves OB. Main sidewalk in center of field OB. Cement by grimm is OB. Sidewalk by library is OB. The grass
strip is fine. Sidewalk steps and thin sidewalk by Grimm is fine. Grimm lower entrance sidewalk is fine. Thin
sidewalk by founders is fine.

If the disc has any part in bounds, place a marker 1 meter (3 feet) from where it was and throw from
there. Do not add a stroke.
Course Map: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oFo78kW1L70U5JLBKk3cfKgev9-cO8it/view?usp=sharing

If you have any questions or disputes take multiple pictures of the disc or question and send to the
tournament director (Preston Leptich).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oFo78kW1L70U5JLBKk3cfKgev9-cO8it/view?usp=sharing

